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Abstract
An agent-based model for semantic search and retrieval in
memory is proposed. The model seeks to generate verbal flu-
ency lists with properties similar to those generated by humans
in the semantic fluency task. This model is compared to a ran-
dom walk in a semantic network in its ability to adjust to the
results of 141 undergraduate students in the semantic fluency
task in eight different outcomes. We found that the agent-
based model fits participants’ results better than the random
walk model. The results were consistent with optimal forag-
ing theories, and the distributions of the total number of words,
similarities, and frequency values were similar to those gener-
ated by participants. The potential uses of this model as a vir-
tual environment to experiment with the search and retrieval
process in semantic memory are discussed.
Keywords: Semantic Memory; Memory Retrieval; Semantic
Fluency Task; Agent-Based Model; Optimal Foraging Theory

Introduction
It has been proposed that people search and retrieve items
from their semantic memory following an optimal strategy of
exploring and exploiting semantic space (i.e., not abandon a
local patch too early or too late), similar to how nonhuman
animals search for resources in physical space (Hills, Jones,
& Todd, 2012; Hills, Todd, & Jones, 2015; Todd & Hills,
2020; Zemla, Gooding, & Austerweil, 2023). Humans may
use optimal foraging strategies to search in memory, such as
the marginal value theorem (MVT) (Charnov, 1976), which
predicts a switch between patches when the marginal rate of
return (the rate of finding new items per unit of time) in the
current patch falls below the average rate of return for the
entire search.

The MVT has been explored using the semantic fluency
task (SFT), where participants generate words belonging to a
semantic category in a limited time. Semantic fluency tasks
are commonly used to assess executive functioning. The task
has been successfully applied in studies on various neuropsy-
chiatric disorders (Canning, Leach, Stuss, Ngo, & Black,
2004; Sebaldt et al., 2009). It is included in most neuropsy-
chological assessment batteries (Sherman, Tan, & Hrabok,
2020) because it is considered a sensitive indicator of brain
dysfunction.

Using the SFT, Hills et al. (2012) asked participants to re-
trieve as many animal names as possible in 3 minutes. They

found that participants switched between patches of animal
names in a way consistent with the MVT. Additionally, they
found that participants with an optimal search process (ac-
cording to the MVT) recalled more animal names than those
who abandoned local search too quickly. They also explored
the performance of different computational models, where
the model that considered switching between local and global
cues (cue-switching model) was the one that adjusted better
to participants’ fluency lists.

However, it has also been shown that results consistent
with optimal foraging can be replicated with a simple Ran-
dom Walk over a semantic network (Abbott, Austerweil, &
Griffiths, 2015). Although the cue-switching model best
fits participants’ fluency lists, a Random Walk model also
delivers the expected qualitative results when evaluated on
the same semantic network representation (Avery & Jones,
2018).

These results suggest a discussion of the importance of
search mechanisms relative to the importance of information
structure and representation (Hills & Kenett, 2022). It can
be argued that much of the process complexity is hidden in
the data representation rather than in the intrinsic properties
of search mechanisms (Jones, Hills, & Todd, 2015; Thomp-
son & Kello, 2014). However, empirical data suggest that
deviations from optimality (i.e., fewer words, fewer cluster
changes, smaller cluster size) are related to impairments in
cognitive mechanisms (e.g., executive functions) involved in
search and retrieval, rather than impairments in representa-
tional structure (Bose, Wood, & Kiran, 2017; Tröger et al.,
2019; Weakley & Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2014).

Despite considerable research on this issue, it is still un-
clear whether deficits in the SFT listing process reflect an im-
paired semantic memory or a preserved memory with an im-
pairment in search and retrieval mechanisms (Duff, Coving-
ton, Hilverman, & Cohen, 2020; Rogers & Friedman, 2008;
Weakley & Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2014).

To contribute to this debate, we propose an agent-based
model that produces verbal fluency listings derived from the
interaction between a search space and the control mecha-
nisms related to the search process.
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A model with a good fit would allow us to explore hypothe-
ses regarding how variations in parameters related to the reg-
ulation of the search process influence the model output for a
given semantic structure. This study will focus on presenting
the agent-based model and its capability to generate fluency
lists with aggregate characteristics similar to lists produced
by participants from a non-clinical sample.

Agent-Based Models
Agent-based models (ABMs) are computational models that
simulate the behavior of individual agents and the interactions
between them and their environment. One of its key charac-
teristics is the bottom-up modeling approach, where emer-
gent phenomena are produced through agents’ interactions.
Agents also can have adaptive behavior that allows them to
change based on their experience.

ABMs are used in many fields, but not primarily in cogni-
tive modeling of internal processes, except for some ACT-R
models, where agents can be specified based on a defined cog-
nitive framework (Anderson, Bothell, Lebiere, & Matessa,
1998; Pirolli & Card, 1999; Ritter, Tehranchi, & Oury, 2019).
The reasons for this include historical, methodological, and
practical discussions (Canessa, Chaigneau, & Moreno, 2023;
Conte & Paolucci, 2014; Epstein, 1999). However, the bene-
fits of broader adoption have also been highlighted because it
would help us to better understand theories by modeling their
components and interactions, provide us with a way to study
a system that may be difficult or inaccessible to access, and
for their value in being generative models of the variables of
interest, among other reasons (Canessa et al., 2023).

Building an ABM of optimal foraging allows us to add
more complexity than a Random Walk model to control for
exploration and exploitation search in memory while keeping
the phenomenon simple enough to evaluate the interactions
between the most relevant mechanisms.

Using an ABM approach to generate data can be more ad-
vantageous than creating models that rely on existing data
(e.g., the cue-switching model of Hills et al. (2012)). A gen-
erative approach allows for the construction of a virtual envi-
ronment that can be used to study different mechanisms and
their interactions, providing a way to analyze systems that
may be difficult to get data from (such as specific clinical
populations with cognitive impairments). Also, exploring this
virtual environment could help devise new hypotheses for the
memory search and retrieval process in different scenarios.

On the other hand, non-generative models that rely on ex-
isting data may not be able to account for interactions among
different components of a system that may only be visible
when producing the phenomenon. By conducting multiple
experiments, the generative approach enables us to explore
the effects of different parameters on search process out-
comes. However, the first step is to ensure that the model
generates the expected behavior, which is the main objective
of this work.

The Model
The model consists of an agent that searches and retrieves
words from a semantic space, similar to how animals for-
age in a physical space. Each agent has its own semantic
space selected from a sample of a larger semantic space. The
search process combines the cue-switching model of Hills et
al. (2012) and the semantic scent model of Zhang and Jones
(2022). In addition, mechanisms are incorporated to guide
the search and encourage the exploration of semantic space.

In this model, clusters of words are not pre-defined; rather,
they emerge from each agent’s landscape structure and search
process. This aspect relates to the variability between partic-
ipants in the SFT. However, since the model returns a list
of words, other methods to evaluate the clustering can be
used, such as the hand-coded categorizations of animals from
Troyer, Moscovitch, and Winocur (1997) or the similarity
drop method from Hills et al. (2012), that identifies transi-
tions when similarities decrease between words.

Model Landscape
Memory space is likely best represented in several dimen-
sions; however, this model simplifies the landscape into a
two-dimensional representation. The assumption is that for
some word listing tasks like semantic fluency or word as-
sociation tasks, a good approximation is possible in a two-
dimensional space because higher-dimensional semantic in-
formation can be preserved in a lower dimensional represen-
tation (Croft, 2022; Lowe, 2001; Richie, White, Bhatia, &
Hout, 2020).

One of the challenges of performing a two-dimensional
representation is to capture the relationships between words
that would form a cluster by proximity. For this purpose,
we chose the t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-
SNE). This statistical non-linear method tries to find a way
to project data into a low-dimensional space so that the clus-
tering in the high-dimensional space is preserved (Van der
Maaten & Hinton, 2008). t-SNE maintains the neighborhood
data points closer, preserving the local structure more than
the global structure of the data.

Since t-SNE is a non-deterministic (randomized) algo-
rithm, the landscape presents some variability between agents
even if the same words are selected to populate the landscape.
This variability is also probably present in the case of empir-
ical data.

To build the landscape, we used the semantic similarity
matrix (cosine similarity) and frequency of animal names
(n = 765) from Hills et al. (2012), which was constructed
from a Wikipedia corpus using the learning model BEAGLE
(Jones & Mewhort, 2007). For each agent, a sample of words
is probabilistically selected, where words with higher fre-
quency are more likely to be selected. An angular distance
matrix is calculated from the cosine similarity matrix of the
selected words, by which the t-SNE algorithm generates the
two-dimensional representation of the data, as seen in Figure
1.
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Figure 1: Example of a landscape with 138 words constructed
with t-SNE. The dots are the words that can be retrieved. The
blue triangle is the agent. The white square is the agent’s
neighborhood where it can detect words.

A word is selected with a probabilistic selection based on
logarithm frequency values to decide the agent’s initial posi-
tion in the landscape. The agent is placed near the selected
word.

Search Process
The search process is based on Hills et al. (2012) cue-
switching model, which considers a local search that uses the
similarity and frequency values of the words as cues and a
global search that considers only the frequency of the words.
Their model requires a list of words already produced to know
which cues to use and does not indicate when the transition
between search types should occur. Also, they fit a saliency
parameter to adjust the likelihood of the model to the partici-
pant’s lists.

We removed the saliency parameter for our model because
the generative process does not rely on already produced lists.
In addition, instead of considering the entire lexicon, the eval-
uation is performed on words found in the agent’s immediate
neighborhood (see white square in Figure 1).

When the agents are in local search, a probabilistic selec-
tion is performed between the words in the agent’s neighbor-
hood, where the weights are the cosine similarity values re-
lated to the last word reported by the agent multiplied by the
logarithm of the candidate word frequency value. When the
agents perform a global search, the selection is based only
on the logarithm of frequency values as weights (Hills et al.,
2012).

We employ an equation based on the ”semantic scent”
model proposed by Zhang and Jones (2022) to define when
the agent must transition between search types. The likeli-
hood of switching from a patch based on the item just pro-
duced, and the proximity to neighborhood items is given by

P(Switch|X ,N) =
λ

λ+∑
N
i=1 S(X ,Yi)

(1)

P(ContinueLocal|X ,N) = 1−P(Switch) (2)

where Y corresponds to the vectors of N most similar items
to X in the current agent neighborhood. Yi corresponds to the
ith most similar item to the current item X. λ is a sensitivity
parameter to control the shape of the function.

Equation 1 adapts the equation of the ”semantic scent” in
Zhang and Jones (2022) so that when λ = 0, the probability
of switching is also zero (agents always deplete their current
patch). When λ increases, the probability of switching ap-
proaches to 1 (agents tend to leave their current patch too
early).

In our model, Equation 1 defines the probability at each
moment of switching from local search to global search based
on similarity values and the probability of switching from
global search to local search based on the normalized fre-
quency values (between 0 and 1). Typically, the probability of
leaving the local patch increases when the patch value and the
number of words decrease, and the probability of entering a
patch is higher when there are many words or the words have
high-frequency values. A probabilistic selection determines
if the agent should switch between search types.

When the agent reports a word, that word is not consid-
ered again to compute the switching probability and is not
reported again. This procedure is a simplification of a control
mechanism for checking errors and avoiding repetitions. For
example, the model Search of Associative Memory (SAM)
assumes that an item previously recalled cannot be recalled
again within a given trial (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1981,
1980).

Also, when the agent leaves a patch or fails to enter a
patch, if there are remaining words in the neighborhood, those
words are not considered again in any probability computa-
tion or selection unless some of those words are in the agent
neighborhood after the decision to enter a patch and start a
local search is made.

Agent movement
Agent movements are a combination of goal-directed move-
ment and random walk. When a word is selected to be re-
ported, the agent moves to it in a straight line, one simulation
step (tick) at a time, until it reaches the word. When the agent
is in global search, the movement is a random walk; however,
if the probability in Equation 1 is greater than at the agent’s
last position, the agent continues to move in that direction. In
other words, if the richness of the agent neighborhood in the
current step is greater than the richness in the previous step,
the agent continues to move in the same direction as in the
previous step instead of performing the random walk. Thus,
the agent moves in a positive gradient of word richness.

In global search, the neighborhood moves with the agent
in each step so that the agent is always at the center. Once a
decision to report a word is made, the neighborhood remains
in the same position while the agent moves inside it. The
neighborhood moves with the agent again after exiting the
local search.

The agent can store and avoid empty patches if a memory
parameter is set. If only empty patches are already in mem-
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ory as movement options, the agent performs a random walk
until a new patch is found. A limit can be set to store empty
patches. If the limit is exceeded, the oldest empty patch in
memory is deleted to make space for the new empty patch.

Parameter Fitting
We compared the lists generated by our model with those pro-
duced by the participants from Hills et al. (2012) (141 un-
dergraduates), with the same similarity matrix and frequency
values from the animal category. The same set of analyses
done by Hills et al. (2012) were performed: a) the similar-
ity between a word and the words preceding it, b) the ratio
of pairwise similarity over the subject’s mean similarity by
patch entry position, c) the residual proximity (mean similar-
ity to all possible remaining words) of an item to an item’s
position before or after a patch transition, and d) the mean ra-
tio between the inter-item retrieval time (IRT) for an item and
the participant’s mean IRT over the entire task, relative to the
order of entry for the item.

Additionally, we compared the distribution of numbers of
words, similarity and frequency values produced, the average
number of patches, and the average patch size. In summary,
we have eight different variables to evaluate the model out-
comes.

Our model was compared with the Random Walk over a se-
mantic network proposed by Abbott et al. (2015), which gen-
erates results consistent with the MVT. We set up the seman-
tic network with weights based on the threshold method used
by Avery and Jones (2018). This threshold indicates which
similarity values will form a link between nodes. After this, a
node ”animal” is created, which connects to every node using
the frequency value of each word as a link. For both models,
141 fluency lists were produced. The IRT computation was
made following the Avery and Jones (2018) method, which
computes the time (steps or ticks) to produce a non-repeated
word and adds the number of letters of that word to that time
(to reflect that words were typed on a keyboard when the orig-
inal data were collected).

To determine when a patch transition occurred in a way that
can be compared to the data of Hills et al. (2012), we adjusted
the parameters with two methods: the hand-coded categoriza-
tion norms of animals from Troyer et al. (1997) and extended
by Hills et al. (2012), and the similarity drop method from
Hills et al. (2012), that identifies transitions when similarities
drop between words and rise again in the following word.

For the parameter optimization of the models, we used the
Simulated Annealing method implemented in NetLogo’s Be-
haviorSearch (Stonedah, 2010). The function to minimize
was the sum of each variable’s normalized root mean square
error (NRMSE) (normalized by the range of the compari-
son values). A histogram with ten bins was computed to
calculate the NRMSE for the number of words, similarity,
and frequency distributions. The average number of patches
and patch size were considered together while calculating the
NRMSE. The only fixed parameters were the patch memory

size and the neighborhood radius for the semantic foraging
ABM.

In addition, we wanted to penalize models for the num-
ber of parameters; however, determining the complexity of
ABMs and penalizing them is non-trivial (Lux & Zwinkels,
2018; Mandes & Winker, 2017). Methods such as the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974) and Bayesian In-
formation Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978) cannot be directly
applied in our case since we do not have a closed-form prob-
abilistic equation describing our model where we can apply
the maximum likelihood estimation method for our parame-
ters. However, we approximate the AIC and BIC by treating
the model results on all variables and participant data as a lin-
ear regression problem. For this, we normalized the model
and participant results, and used the mean square error in-
stead of the log-likelihood to calculate an approximation to
the AIC and BIC. We used the AIC correction for small sam-
ple sizes (AICc) (Sugiura, 1978). We stress that this is only
an approximate and preliminary method for comparing and
selecting ABMs.

Both models were implemented in NetLogo 6.4.0
(Wilensky, 1999) and can be downloaded from https://
osf.io/qsz2e/ along with the data analysis script (Python),
the pseudocode and a flowchart of the model, and tables with
the descriptions of the parameters and the best fitting values
found by the Simulated Annealing method.

Results
Using the best-fit parameters to the Hills et al. (2012) data,
50 runs were performed (141 lists of words for each run) for
each model and each patch transition method (Troyer norms
and similarity drop). It was found that independent of the
patch transition method, the semantic foraging ABM has a
lower sum of NRMSE (M = 2.94, SD = 0.12) than the ran-
dom walk over a semantic network (M = 5.68, SD = 0.26),
t(198) = −16.50, p < .0001,η2 = 0.58. In addition, both
models obtained a better fit with the similarity drop method
(M = 3.24, SD = 0.10) of Hills et al. Hills et al. (2012) com-
pared to Troyer’s norms (M = 5.37, SD = 0.28), t(198) =
−10.33, p < .0001, η2 = 0.35. Figure 2 shows the pairwise
comparisons between models and within the patch transition
methods.

When penalizing for the number of parameters, the for-
aging ABM, which has five additional parameters, obtained
on average a lower approximate AICc (−178.18 <−131.78)
and lower approximate BIC (−167.78 <−121.07) compared
to the random walk model, both with the similarity drop
method. With Troyer’s norms, our model (AICc =−150.26,
BIC =−139.54) also obtained a lower value than the random
walk model (AICc = −115.59, BIC = −110.37). While this
would indicate that the foraging ABM should be chosen, this
method of calculating AICc and BIC is only a rough approx-
imation, so these results should be taken cautiously.
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Figure 2: Sum of the NRMSE of the semantic foraging ABM
and the random walk over a semantic network for each patch
transition method. For each model, 50 runs were performed
with the best parameters found for each patch method.

The fit of the distributions generated by the models to the
participant’s data was evaluated using the chi-square distance
to the participant’s distribution of the number of words, sim-
ilarity, and the logarithm of the frequency of words. Ten
equivalent bins were used between the participants’ data and
those generated by the models. It was found that, on average,
considering 50 runs of both models (with 141 fluency lists
in each run), the semantic foraging ABM has a significantly
smaller distance to participants’ distributions in the number
of words produced (t(98) = −28.77, p < .0001,d = 5.75),
similarity (t(98) =−100.42, p < .0001,d = 20.08), and fre-
quency (t(98) = −120.30, p < .0001,d = 24.06) compared
to the random walk model. Figure 3 shows an example of
the distributions of the models and the participant’s distribu-
tions. It can be qualitatively observed that the semantic for-
aging model produces distributions closer to those produced
by the participants.

Figure 3: KDE plot of the number of words (panel A), pair-
wise cosine similarity (panel B), and frequency logarithm
(panel C) of the words produced in one run with the best pa-
rameters.

Additionally, the marginal value theorem prediction that
consistent patch departure times result in more recovered
words was evaluated. One sign of consistency is the last IRT
in a patch being close to the mean global IRT. If that last IRT
is shorter, it is a sign of leaving patches too soon, and if it is
much longer, it is a sign of staying too long.

The similarity drop method was used to compute the differ-
ence between mean last-item IRT across patches and overall
task IRT. Linear regression was performed for each model to
predict the number of items produced (Figure 4). Normal-
ized differences were analyzed after removing outliers more
than three standard deviations from their respective means. A
significant negative relationship (longer last IRT deviations
from mean IRT led to fewer words retrieved) was found for
the semantic foraging ABM, β = −25, t(136) =−8.05, p <
.0001(R2 = 0.32), and the random walk model, β = −7.2,
t(137) = −3.36, p = .0001(R2 = 0.08), however, the ten-
dency was more robust in the semantic foraging ABM.

Figure 4: The relationship between deviation from the
marginal value theorem policy for patch departures with sim-
ilarity drop method (horizontal axis) and the total number of
words produced in each model and participants’ data. The
line is the best-fitting linear regression.

Finally, the prediction that the optimal time for a patch
switch should happen when the current intake rate in the patch
falls to the mean global intake rate for all patches was evalu-
ated. This statement is evaluated using the inter-item retrieval
time (IRT) at patch switches relative to the mean IRT across
all words produced. The IRTs are considered as the intake
rate.

Using the similarity drop method, we found that the word
immediately following a patch switch takes significantly
longer to produce on average than the mean IRT for both
models, t(1492) = 7.22, p < .0001, d = 0.19 (semantic for-
aging ABM), t(1542) = 6.66, p < .0001, d = 0.17 (random
walk). The second word in a patch takes significantly less
time than the mean IRT for both models, t(1457) = −7.74,
p < .0001, d = 0.20 (semantic foraging ABM), t(1486) =
−4.49, p < .0001, d = 0.12 (random walk). These results
show that patch transitions IRTs align with the marginal value
theorem for both models, as seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The mean ratio between the inter-item retrieval time
(IRT) and the mean IRT relative to the order of entry of the
patch (similarity drop method). The bars above ”1” indicate
the relative IRT between the first word in a patch and the last
word in the preceding patch. The dotted line is the partici-
pant’s mean IRT. Error bars are standard errors of the mean.

Discussion
We tested an agent-based semantic search model by evaluat-
ing its ability to generate word lists whose aggregated pat-
terns are similar to those produced by people performing the
verbal fluency task in eight different outcomes. The model
used an area-restricted search, transitioning between local
patch exploitation and global search. We compared our model
with a random walk over a semantic network. Word informa-
tion (similarity and frequency) was obtained from the BEA-
GLE learning model used by Hills et al. (2012).

While both models delivered results consistent with the
marginal value theorem, we found that our model obtained a
better fit than the random walk on a semantic network. These
results are in line with the findings of Avery and Jones (2018),
who compared the cue-switching model of Hills et al. (2012)
with the random walk model of Abbott et al. (2015) and found
that the cue-switching model fits the participants’ fluency
lists better. Since our model was based on the cue-switching
model, we also expected a better adjustment. Moreover, in
our model, the distributions of the number of words, similar-
ity, and frequency were closer to those obtained by the par-
ticipants compared to the lists generated by the random walk
model.

Additionally, we tested two patch transition identification
methods, Troyer et al. (1997) hand-coded norms and Hills et
al. (2012) similarity drop. We found a better adjustment for
both models with the similarity drop method. This result is
expected since both models rely on the raw cosine similarity
and frequency information obtained from a learning model
without any adjustment for words more likely to be produced
by participants. In other words, since the information ob-
tained from the learning model (BEAGLE) and the informa-
tion derived from human-produced lists are significantly dif-
ferent, the worst fit of the cluster transitions with the Troyer
norms was expected (Johns & Jones, 2010).

We acknowledge that our model has more parameters than
the random walk model, making it more likely to exhibit a
better fit. However, we calculated approximate indices (AICc
and BIC) that penalize our model’s complexity and found that
our model favorably compared to the random walk model.
We reiterate that using AICc and BIC in this context is debat-
able. Evaluating ABMs complexity is a non-trivial task (Lux
& Zwinkels, 2018; Mandes & Winker, 2017), and qualita-
tive and theoretical criteria should also be considered. We ar-
gue that our model parameters have theoretical value in a vir-
tual environment that seeks to simulate different word listing
scenarios and offers more alternatives in the range of theory-
based behaviors that can be experimented with in this envi-
ronment.

In summary, we showed that our ABM has the potential to
generate word lists that resemble human data patterns. How-
ever, further analysis is required to determine the degree of
influence of each parameter on the results of interest (sensitiv-
ity analysis) and to evaluate the model generalization to other
datasets. With a good generalization, the model can be a use-
ful tool to test hypotheses on the interplay between memory
structure and control mechanisms of the search process. For
example, the next steps in the development of the model are to
explore whether forcing agents to leave their patches earlier
or constantly depleting their local patches can resemble re-
sults from populations with cognitive impairments (Arán Fil-
ippetti, Krumm, & López, 2023; Bose et al., 2017; Tröger
et al., 2019). In contrast, we will explore if the structure of
the semantic space is the main contributor to explaining op-
timal memory retrieval by varying the distribution of the dis-
tances between words. Finally, we will implement a Lévy
flight search process (Rhodes & Turvey, 2007) in the same
two-dimensional semantic space implemented in our model
to make model comparisons in the same spatial representa-
tion. Furthermore, this model could be flexible enough to
generate data of any semantic category type. We plan to
extend the model to the Property Listing Task, where some
mathematical properties have been found to differ from the
SFT (Canessa & Chaigneau, 2020).

One limitation of our model comparison approach is that
the differences between the two models might not come from
the search process but from the decision to include variability
in the semantic space. Further analysis and a new implemen-
tation of the random walk model with semantic network vari-
ability are required to determine what variables are producing
the main differences found in our results.

Another limitation is that our model cannot adjust individ-
ual subjects’ parameters. The model is designed to generate
fluency lists with similar characteristics but not identical to
the participant’s produced lists. The lists generated by the
model should be considered as if a different group of partic-
ipants produced them. To fit the model for each subject, we
must estimate the most probable semantic space and obtain
the most probable trajectory for each subject. Methods to
perform this fitting will be explored in the future.
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